Vaccines: Leading the Lambs to Slaughter
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NaturalNews) Dark clouds are forming as we are approached by a perfect disease storm, scheduled to
begin by the end of this year 2009. A perfect storm is defined essentially as the simultaneous
occurrence, or confluence, of two or more weather conditions that create a storm worse than any one
of those conditions could create by itself. The movie "The Perfect Storm" was based on an actual event
of three storm systems converging simultaneously in the North Atlantic.
In the ocean of global and American public health, there are three storm fronts converging. They are a
man made flu pandemic or "mandemic" with forced dangerous vaccinations, Codex Alimentarius, and
the misnamed Food Safety Enhancement Act, HR 2749. Any one of these is hazardous to our well
being and health. The three together will be difficult to weather unless enough people get out of their
comforting illusions and pay attention enough to resist or avoid.
The First Storm Front: Flu and Forced Vaccinations
Eleanor (or Eleanora) McBean, author of Vaccination Condemned and The Poisoned Needle:
Suppressed Facts about Vaccination, was a survivor of the 1918 "Spanish Flu" pandemic. She explains
that the 1918 pandemic was the result of a nation wide effort to vaccinate the population of this
country and several others.
Her first hand account, as an unscathed non-vaccinated child whose non-vaccinated parents tended to
the ill with no repercussions, along with survivor interviews clearly shows that those who did not get
vaccinated were spared, while many apparently healthy people dropped dead or were crippled soon
after receiving the heavily promoted vaccinations. Eleanor also mentions how a large percentage of
contaminated Americans were cured by natural or homeopathic means.
The vaccines had been inoculated into soldiers who began getting ill in training camps in Spain, after
their vaccinations. Some of them became paralyzed, similar to what happened to many who had
received the 1976 Swine Flu vaccinations and were stricken with the rare Guillienne Barre syndrome.
More may have died as a result of vaccine induced illness than from actual battle. The war ended
sooner than expected, after only around a year of American involvement.
So the left over vaccines were pushed for profit onto the public in the USA and other countries as fear
mongering was promulgated about soldiers returning from abroad with the deadly "Spanish Flu". The
campaigns were persuasive enough to get many to roll up their sleeves, and the results were
disastrous. Many millions died in several countries over the next year and a half to two years. But
Greece refused the vaccines, and Greece had no deaths from any type of flu!
And Now to Present Time
The lead company in this current rush to vaccinate the world is Baxter. The same group recently
caught red handed, thanks to alert lab technicians in the Czech Republic, foisting 72 kilograms (158.4
lbs) for distribution of seasonal flu vaccine to several European nations that was contaminated with

bird flu (H5N1) virus. Those who know the safety procedures assert there was no way for this to be an
accident. Yet no consequences for Baxter came of this.
But even if accidental, it demonstrates deadly carelessness that should eliminate Baxter from even
being a vaccine manufacturing candidate! And there have been other Baxter bungles as well. A year
ago, more than 80 people died and hundreds were injured from the blood thinning drug heparin
contaminated heparin.
In 2001 more than 50 dialysis patients died due to faulty Baxter equipment. According to Dr. Russell
Blaylock, Baxter was involved in 2006 when hemophiliac components were contaminated with HIV
virus and injected in tens of thousands of people, including thousands of children. Baxter continued to
release the HIV contaminated vaccine even after the contamination was known.
Baxter Healthcare Corporation recently settled out of court with 2 million dollars for inflating the cost
of intravenous drugs sold to Kentucky Medicaid by up to 1,300 percent.
The Big Pharma fiends learned from the 1976 Swine Flu vaccination victims` hard won court victories
that vaccine manufactures need to be legally exempt from liability during a declared pandemic.
Insurance companies won`t insure them!
Now thanks to the corporate/government revolving door syndrome and their friends in high
government places, there is no recourse to citizens who are victimized by vaccinations during a
declared pandemic, which was declared June 11th despite the actual low numbers. So for this
exaggerated pandemic, Big Pharma will have carte blanche to do the sociopathic things they do so
well.
The four laws that protect vaccination manufacturers while enforcing vaccinations in the USA are The
Project BioShield Act of 2004, The Public Readiness and Emergency Preparedness (PREP) Act, The
Pandemic and All-Hazards Preparedness Act and The Model State Emergency Health Powers Act
(MSEHPA).
David Icke noted on his website article "Flu Is Not the Biggest Danger, It`s the Vaccine", that Baxter
Vaccine Patent Application US 2009/0060950 A1, a vaccine for the new swine flu, was filed in August
of 2008 and published in March of 2009, before the new swine flu outbreak in Mexico. The patent lists
the different flu strains and toxic adjuvants, which leave oils (squalene) as an option. Again, this
patent was filed several months before the actual outbreak. Prescient planning by Baxter, or perhaps
part of a bigger plan known by a few?
And A. True Ott, PhD, ND, in his recent article "Startling New Evidence That The 'Swine
Flu' Pandemic Is Man-Made", has claims there is another patent with interesting timing from Novartis,
a company related to Baxter. "Novartis applied for just such a patent on Nov. 4, 2005, and the U.S.
Patent Office accepted this application and granted US 20090047353A1 for a 'Split Influenza Vaccine
with Adjuvants' on February 19, 2009."
"With this patent . . . (they are) free to create the demand for their 'novel' split influenza vaccine by
releasing a 'novel' split-influenza (combining multiple viruses) pandemic virus from a weapons lab
test-tube into unsuspecting human hosts."

"The so-called 'Swine Flu' grabbing headlines today is actually a recombinant, or "split-influenza" virus
consisting of A-strain Bird-Flu (H5N1), Swine Flu (H1N1) and multiple strains of human flu (H3N2)."
Dr. Ott goes on to say this is the same as the 1918 Spanish Flu that killed millions.
Possibly another example of team work among the elites is the fact that different international
organizations, most notably WHO (World Health Organization), are chipping in and contributing by
calling a flu pandemic level 6 (the highest alert) and ordering vaccinations to all 194 UN member
nations who are bound by law by WTO (World Trade Organization) agreements to accommodate WHO
and UN mandates.
The process has begun for mass vaccinations, despite the fact that many lower level government and
non government organization (NGO) officials and medical experts don`t think the swine flu itself is
that serious or contagious. A false pandemic perhaps?
Those targeted as the first recipients for inoculation are health care workers and:
* Pregnant women
* Children over the age of 6 months with chronic health conditions
* Adults with chronic health conditions such as chronic respiratory disease, asthma, or obesity
* Healthy adults between the ages of 15-49
* Healthy children
* The elderly
First recipients? There`s no one left!
Interestingly, Obama is recommending a three shot solution. According to investigative journalist
Patrick Jordan in a recent Dr. Rebecca Carley radio discussion, he uncovered a protocol from a 1972
WHO Bulletin 47; No 2 Memoranda #1 and #2 technically outline the ability to create biological
weapons, potentially in the form of three vaccines, that:
1) First totally disables the immune system.
2) Then loads every cell of the victim`s body up with infection.
3) Switches the immune system on causing the host to kill themselves in a cytokine storm.
A cytokine storm is the result of an immune system destroying the host (you or someone ill) by
overreacting and continually destroying cells that don`t need to be attacked. It is an acute
autoimmune reaction.
The radio show hosted by Dr. Carley also features the courageous Austrian journalist Jane
Burgermeister, who filed criminal charges against WHO and Baxter, and a doctor of veterinary
medicine, Patricia Jordan (no relationship to Patrick) who chimes in with how animals will be involved
with spreading the viral agents from their different vaccinations to humans. Nice, eh? Here is where
you can listen (audio only) in to that four way discussion:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g99Y...
An agent that is useful for creating a cytokine storm or autoimmune disease is the oil based squalene,
which finds its way into most vaccines these days. It certainly was present in many vaccinations used

for Gulf War I, and the statistically swept under the rug consequences are present among those
veterans damaged permanently with Gulf War Syndrome.
Squalene and the Autoimmune System
Gary Matsumoto is a New York-based award-winning investigative journalist. His 2004 book, Vaccine:
A Covert Government Experiment That`s Killing Our Soldiers--And Why GI`s Are Only The First
Victims, took sharp issue with NIH (National Institute of Health) results and the Pentagon`s denial of
Gulf War Syndrome.
Matsumoto wrote: "Other research shows that squalene is the experimental anthrax vaccine ingredient
that caused devastating autoimmune diseases and deaths for many Gulf War veterans from the US,
UK, and Australia. (Note - French troops in Gulf War I were not vaccinated and none of them came out
with Gulf War Syndrome). "Yet it (squalene) continues in use today and for new vaccines development
in labs. There`s a `close match between the squalene-induced diseases in animals and those
observed in humans injected with this oil"
"The immune system (normally) see(s) and recognizes it as an oil molecule native to the body.
Squalene . . . is found throughout the nervous system and the brain. When injected in the body, the
immune system attacks it as an enemy to be eliminated. . . . injecting it galvanize(s) the immune
system into attacking it, which can produce self-destructive cross reactions against the same molecule
in the places where . . . where it is critical to the health of the nervous system. Once self-destruction
begins, it doesn`t stop as the body keeps making the molecule that the immune system is trained to
attack and destroy."
This is basically the cytokine storm that kills! Guillienne Barre syndrome, which was uncommon prior
to 1976 but became common after the 1976 swine flu vaccinations, is a nervous system disorder that
often leads to paralysis, and Gulf War Syndrome is the label used for veterans who wound up
mysteriously impaired with nagging physical and mental health problems after multiple vaccinations.
By the way, some recent articles on the Internet are posting inaccurate and disparate figures on 1976
flu vaccination victims. Twenty five to fifty deaths with several hundred Guillienne Barre or vaccine
induced illnesses are way too low. Even the CBS 60 Minutes episode, aired in 1979, on the 1976 flu
vaccination fiasco has it at several thousand vaccine related long term illnesses and 300 deaths, while
Eustice Mullins in his book Death by Injection has it pegged at 1600 deaths!
It`s very possible that legal efforts within the system will not be effective. Networking and civil
disobedience may be the only option of resistance, and running and hiding may be the only way of
avoiding. Do more of your own research and be vigilant without panicking.
In case you can`t resist or avoid the inoculation(s), research the bibliography of post vaccination
trauma remedies and protocol possibilities and sources in this article "Solutions for Forced
Vaccinations and Flu Pandemics".
http://www.naturalnews.com/026538_v...
The Second Storm Front: Codex Alimentarius

Codex Alimentarius is Latin for food code. It is an effort to control food and supplements uniformly
throughout most of the world disguised as a consumer protection policy. It`s policies are such to
greatly inhibit or diminish your alternative health choices and force you to submit to the organized
crime cartel of the Medical Mafia, the FDA, and Big Pharma.
According to Natural News writer Barbara Minton, this program was initiated in 1962 with the target of
fully implementing by December 31. 2009. Despite the courageous efforts of John Hammel and other
activists concerned about our health freedoms, it appears that Codex is on track. Regardless of the
warnings from health freedom activists for several years, as that storm front was in the process of
forming most alternative health providers and supplement manufacturers were asleep at the helm.
And now it appears it`s almost here, and it`s real. Good timing too! Just in time to make it difficult for
victims of man made flu (mandemic) or vaccination induced disease to use non toxic, effective, but
natural remedies while being forced into toxic solutions. The FDA in 1995 declared that Codex will
supersede any laws in the USA that don`t permit toxins in foods.
So all GMO foods (Monsanto is a Codex member) and all growth hormones for dairy animals will be
sanctioned as safe, as well as virtually all pesticides; irradiating all non local foods will be required,
and even supplement amounts will be restricted to conform with Codex codes while requiring doctor
prescriptions for purchase. Supplemental nutrients will be categorized as poisons! These are just a few
of the many dark clouds in this storm front.
In a nut shell, it is imperative to understand that all the good things we have at our disposal for health
will be restricted considerably and all the bad things we try to avoid for better health will be more than
allowed; they will be mandated uniformly across most UN member nations! This is enforceable under
the WTO (World Trade Organization), which legally uses severe trade sanctions against non complying
nations as financial weapons of mass destruction.
From Barbara Minton`s article "Billions of People Expected to Die Under Current Codex Alimentarius
Guidelines" as the clock ticks toward this irrevocable deadline, John Hammell and others are feverishly
working to change Codex guidelines. They need your help.
In other words, there is still some hope for at least breaking up a few of these storm front clouds - if
enough people act NOW. You can get involved with John Hammell`s attempts to mollify this draconian
health policy, by using these links URL`s:
John Hammell: http://NoCodexGenocide.com OR http://www.IAHF.com
The Third Storm Front: H.R.2749 Food Safety Enhancement Act of 2009.
Don`t let the name fool you, it`s not about enhancing food! Congressman Henry Waxman chaired the
committee that has put this together for probable rubber stamp approval by the full House of
Representatives, which is not yet scheduled. So this one has a little time, but needs some fast counter
action! Another earlier, similar bill, H.R.759, died because of public outcry. But the lobbying groups do
persist.

Basically, this bill, if enacted, stands to destroy small farms and farmers` markets and greatly
hampers even large organic producers and supplement providers. It gives the corrupt FDA even more
power to suppress health freedom in the USA. The so called "science" based decisions are right out of
Codex policies.
According to the press release posted by The National Health Federation (NHF), all attempts by them
to exclude supplement manufacturers and providers from the Farm Bill`s overwhelming expensive
bureaucratic requirements have failed with the Waxman chaired committee. So more citizens need to
get on board now.
Here is where you can petition against this Farm Bill before it gets to the House of Representatives:
http://www.thenhf.com/government_af...
And here is another petition promoting complete health freedom reform that is going to Congress.
Mike Adams Health Revolution Petition
http://www.healthrevolutionpetition...
Conclusion
We are heading into rough seas and bad weather on several fronts, which many refuse to confront. It
leads to depopulation agenda theories, and after all, none dare call it genocide. But what is happening
is right in front of everyone who is willing to look at it squarely, and whatever you call it, or whatever
motives you assign to it, the results will be bad for you and yours when you have vaccine related
diseases forced on you while while having your health freedoms, natural healing sources, and healthy
foods taken away.
All three of these storm fronts link to each other to form a perfect disease storm. Healthy humans are
necessary for change to occur. Basic survival is at stake. The food supply and health freedom must be
preserved before it can be improved. Those in power positions need to be at least slowed down or
detoured enough by those who know, including Natural News readers, to buy time and begin finding
immediate solutions. No one else will.
In Case You Haven`t Seen the CBS 60 Minutes Episode of 1979 on the 1976 Swine Flu Vaccinations,
go here:
http://www.dailymotion.com/relevanc...
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